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Cognitive Systems Laboratory (CSL) 
Chair for „Cognitive Systems“ (since June 2007) 

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Department of Informatics 
Cognitive Systems Lab (CSL) (founded July 2007) 
Institute for Anthropomatics (founded January 2009) 
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh US (since 2000) 
http://csl.anthropomatik.kit.edu 

 

CSL Research Activities 
Multilingual Speech Processing, Rapid Language Adaptation 
Biosignal Processing (speech, muscle, and brain activity) 
Cognitive Interaction Strategies: user modeling and learning 
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Argument over dinner Alan W Black and Tanja Schultz (Pittsburgh) 
Alan: Speech Synthesis (build voices that sound like the 
original speaker) and Voice transformation (VT):  
(modify speech of speaker A to sound like spoken by speaker B) 
Tanja: Speaker Identification (SID)  
technique to find a speaker’s identity based on his/her voice  

Question: Could VT fool SID? Thus, could VT be a threat to SID? 
Main idea: Let VT compete against SID (friendly competition) 

Measure/Quantify the VT quality by using SID systems 
Find weak spots in SID by using VT 
 

This led to a first paper [Q. Jin, A. Toth, Alan, Tanja: ICASSP 2008] 
“Is Voice Transformation a Threat to Speaker Identification?” 

History of this Work 
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First Findings [ICASSP 2008] 
S<ID> denotes a 24 male target speakers <ID> trained with natural speech (WSJ0) 
V<ID> refers to KAL-diphone synthetic source speaker transformed toward target <ID> 
Confusion Matrix: INPUT VT - OUTPUT SID (black cell = first Choice SID)  

Main Outcome of our Initial Experiments:  
1. Voice Transformation can fool GMM-based Speaker ID systems 
2. Voice Transformation cannot fool Phonetic SID system 
(Other Interpretation of Black Cell := SID is able to identify the source 

speaker MEANS speaker has NOT been de-Identified properly) 

 GMM-based System   Phonetic System 
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Use VT to de-identify a speaker’s voice, i.e. voice sounds 
natural and intelligible but does not reveal speaker’s identity 

… to unauthorized listeners  and automatic systems (SID) 
(SID are better than humans when samples short, # spks large) 
… fast and without content errors (no ASR)   
… while preserving speech understandability 
… while preserving distinguishability (between spks) 
… while allowing for back-transformation 
(transmit a key to authorized listeners)  
Simplest form: Transform all voices <ID> to same target (kal-diphone) 

Secure processing of spoken information 
Transmit / Archive / Search / Retrieve content …  
… without revealing the identity of (all) the speaker 

Applications 
All confidential information, conversations, meetings, … 
(Doctor-patient, 911, hotlines, etc.) 

 
 

De-Identification via VT 
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GMM mapping (Training) 
(a) Align source/target training utts, collect 

speaker Log F0 means and std dev 
(b) Model joint distribution from source and 

target speaker (1st to 24th MCEP features, ∆) 
(c) Take power (0th MCEP) from source speaker 

Baseline System: Voice Transformation 

Transformation (Test) 
(a)  Extract features from source  

speaker test utterances 
(b)  Predict target MCEPs features via  

ML estimation (GMM) 
(c)  Z-score map log F0 ,to target spk range 
(d) Produce synthetic speech via MLSA 

(Mel-Log Spectral Approximation) filter 
using MCEPs and log F0  

GMM-based VT in FestVox (Baseline 
technique [Tomoki Toda, 2004]) 
All experiments target spk: kal-diphone 
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Traditional GMM-based System 
(a)  Low-level short-term spectral features  

(13-dim MFCC per frame, CMN)  
(b)  Most successful speaker recognition system 

SAD, FE, Match Models, Decision 
(c)  256 Gaussian GMM per speaker 
(d)  UBM  on 70 hours WSJ speakers 

 
1. Closed-set SID experiments 
2. S01 = speaker 01 model trained with speech 
3. V01 = 01 transformed toward kal-diphone 

Phonetic System 
(a)  High-level super segmental features 

Phonetic Models (N-grams) 
(b)  Train LM-Models: Open-loop phone reco  

(12 languages, GlobalPhone), 2-grams 
(c)  Calculate LM perplexities based on 

speaker dependent LM 
(d)  Fuse 12 x spk results for final decision 

 

Baseline Systems: Speaker Identification 

PRCH PRDE PRFR 

m/DE e/DE r/DE iy/DE 

Closed-set speaker identification experiments 
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Small Database 
LDC CSR-I WSJ0 corpus (Audio and Transcripts) 
24 male source speakers, kal-diphone = target speaker 
50 utterances for training and 5 sentences for testing 

Large Database 
LDC CSR-I (WSJ0) and LDC CSR-II (WSJ1) 
95 male speakers and 102 female speakers 
6 minutes for VT training 
5 minutes of speech data per speaker for training 
3 trials of 1 minutes each per speaker for testing (285 
for male, 306 for female) 
Speech from the remaining speakers (70 hours) was 
used for UBM training 

 

Experimental Setup 
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Goal: Make all speakers sound like the same person 
Speakers S01 through S24 are the source speakers 
Kal-diphone synthetic voice is the target (freely available) 

Perfect De-Identification would mean:  
Transformed Voices V<ID> could NOT be traced back to original S<ID> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Results: Not secure, too many speakers are not de-identified  
GMM traces back 2 out of 24 (8%), but Phonetic Systems does 13 = 58%  
⇒ONLY 42% are successfully de-identified  

GMM (92%) Phonetic (42%) 

Results: Standard Voice Transformation 
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Baseline Standard VT retains duration statistics of source speaker 
This could easily be detected by the Phonetic SID 

New strategy: Normalize the transformed speech durations 
Train linearly scale durations of source speakers (WSOLA) 
Match target utterance durations (generated by synthesis) 
Testing: scale durations based on training set statistics 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Result: More speakers de-identified (46%), but still not secure 

GMM (96%) Phonetic (46%) 

Results: De-Duration Voice Transformation 
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Maybe baseline did not go far enough away from source speakers 
Compose two voice transformations in sequence 

First: source speaker to target speaker (de-duration) 
Second: transformed speech to target speaker (standard) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Result: 67% of speakers de-identified 

GMM (96%) Phonetic (67%) 

Results: Double Voice Transformation 
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Maybe two transformations are still not far enough 
“Transterpolation”: linear (inter/extra)polation of MCEPs x=s+f(v-s) 

Factor f=0 ⇒ x=s, i.e. source speaker features (just re-synthesized) 
0<f<1 ⇒ interpolation between source and baseline VT 
Factor f=1 ⇒ x=v, i.e. baseline voice transformed features 
f>1: extrapolation beyond target speaker  (best factor f=1.6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Best Result among all VT approaches: 87.5% de-identified 

GMM (100%) Phonetic (87.5%) 

Results: Transterpolated VT 
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Summary VT on Small Database (24 male speakers) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Best Approach (Transterpolated VT) on Large Database  
(95 male and 102 female speakers)  

Best Factor f=1.6; still preserves intelligibility (human tests, ICASSP 2009) 
 
 

Scaling up to more Speakers 

Qin Jin, Arthur R. Toth, Tanja Schultz, Alan W Black: Voice Convergin: Speaker Identification 
by Voice Transformation, ICASSP 2009 
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Can de-identified voices be discriminated from each other? 
To prove the disinguishability of de-identified voices, we run 
SID experiments on the de-identified voices:  

Conduct transterpolation on original training data 
Train speaker models on the transterpolated speech (V01 … V24) 
Run close-set SID experiments  on transterpolated speech  
using both the GMM-based and Phonetic SID systems 

Small data: 100% (GMM) and 96% (Phonetic) ID-accuracy 
Large database 

Male: 100% (GMM) and 91% (Phonetic) ID-accuracy  
Female: 100% (GMM) and 95.8% (Phonetic) ID-accuracy 

Yes, in general possible to distinguish de-identified voices 
TODO: investigate discriminative VT approaches!  

Distinguishability of De-Identified Speech 

Qin Jin, Arthur R. Toth, Tanja Schultz, Alan W Black: Speaker De-Identification via Voice 
Transformation, ASRU 2009 
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Question 1: Intelligibility – De-identification is only useful if the spoken 
content is still intelligible for human beings 

Human listeners wrote down played examples of the de-indentified speech 
(Transterpolation VT, factor f=1.6) 
Comparison of these transcripts to references revealed: human listeners can 
correctly identify 100% of the words 

Question 2: Quality of De-Identification – Can humans identify the de-
identified voices of those speakers they know very well? 

1. 20 samples of de-identified spoken utterances, select 1-out-of-5 given spks 
(26% correct – chance=20%) 

2.  Determine if two utterances are spoken by the same speaker 
(24 % correct – chance 20%) 

3. Get 3 de-identified utterances and one speaker, which utt is from speaker 
36% correct – chance 33%) 

Compare to naïve pitch shifting approach (TV) 
Do tests above but with pitch-shifted rather than transterpolated utterances 
80% in test 1, 50 % in test 2, 80% in test 3 

Human Listening Tests 
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Voice transformation strategies can be used to de-identify speech 
Standard VT performed well with GMM, but poor with Phonetic  
Investigated different VT strategies: Transterpolation worked best 

Spectral warping masked the identity but makes speech less 
intelligible: compromise found empirically at factor 1.6  
95% and beyond on 100-speaker database 

Still some distinguishability of de-identified voices left 
Human tests: de-identified voices are understandability while 
providing securely transmitted content 
 
VT targets frame level and some prosodic characteristics BUT 
SID possible on higher-level aspects, like prosody, word choice  
Multiple-spk recordings: Improve VT to discriminate speakers 
Secure ways to re-identify a (selection of) speaker(s)  
 
 

Conclusions and Future Work 


